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I would like to contribute to

1.    ISH 1, in association with Mr John Sutherell of Yoxford IP No 20026479. We attach a short document on
one aspect of the concerns in the DCO.

2.    ISH 2 & 3

3.    iSH 5, further to my S.A.G.E. WR’s coverage of good design and sustainability.

4.    ISH 7 - both days.

With thanks, Regan Scott.  for S.A.G.E.


S.A.G.E. Memo



To    John Sutherell,  Alison Downes, Paul Collins



From     Regan Scott, cc LM



				(a draft to send to the ExA )



SZC DCO on Beneficial Ownership Transfer Proposal: an Examination Question ? 



We took up the question of whether EDF would actually own and operate SZC in Summe 2020, and found that – if built - the “China might buy it” story (in the Anglian and elsewhere) was much more than speculation. EDF’s SZC lawyers  Herbert Smith Freehills have contributed a draft DCO document (App 060 -Volume 3.2 Explanatory Memorandum, May 2020, pp 8 &9, Articles 8 (Benefit of Order) and then Art. 9 (Consent to Transfer Benefit of Order) giving Wylfa’s DCO Benefit of Order formulation as a precedent for selling off a nuclear power station. These draft Orders would apparently allow a transfer of ownership without the Secretary of State’s prior permission, such permission being normal.   



We took action in July 2020 and wrote to prominently concerned Tom Tugendhat MP, Chair of the Foreign Affairs Select Committee, Patrick Jenkin MP (because China’s Bradwell nuclear project with EDF is in his constituency) and to our MP Dan Poulter MP. A letter to the Anglian about the issue was not published (as is often the case) and Private Eye got wind and did an ”Old Sparky” at the end of July. There was national press cover about the Turgehat initiative and debate about the idea of Government taking “golden shares”.



Government had been concerned about foreign ownership of key investments for some time, well before the SZC (draft) DCO of May 2020. This concern eventually took the form of a National Security and Investment Bill 2019-20 (House of Commons Library Briefing gives comprehensive Governmental background). There is still no Parliamentary timetable for the Bill, with only two supporting initiatives from BEIS in March 2021. Herbert Smith Freehills own website did a briefing on the Bill in June 25, 2020. The idea of a Bill emerged when PM Theresa May called in the EDF Hinkley Point C Project, producing an Investment Security White Paper on what is clearly a complex, technicaly difficult and tangled area.



Our S.A.G.E. letter to the MPs followed research revealing:



1   that the EDF UK parent company would not expect to operate Sizewell C. We found that the y/e  Dec 31st 2018 annual report of the UK parent company EDF Energy Holdings Ltd (Reg No 06930266) contains a clear statement that “After FID (financial investment decision), the project is not aimed to be consolidated nor controlled at EDF level, and further investors and lenders should step in in due course”. This explains the SZC (draft) DCO “Consent to transfer ownership” clauses in the Herbert Smith Freehills document cited above.



2   We thought that this change of ownership matter might be of concern for the SZC Inspection, raising questions about various declarations and commitments made in the consultations and the DCO. But we also thought the ONR might have concerns. Looking at the ONR’s role and duties, we find that their Guide (September 2019) lays out very broad responsibilities including relations between parent companies and subsidiaries (p29), developer’s organisation status and capability (pp 27,29) and relicensing for a change of operator (p 43). We suggest that the SZC Inspection might call in the ONR’s views as a statutary consultee on these standards for an examination of these terms of the draft SZC DCO. 



3   In an attempt to understand the EDF SZC Wylfa reference/authority, we thought that EDF may have mistaken the different circumstances of the Wylfa project developed by Horizon, with its close links to Japanese conglomerate Hitachi who, we understand, held the design licence for the proposed nuclear reactors. Could it be that the DCO clause waving S.o.S. approval for changing beneficial ownership at Wylfa was the result of the UK Government offering part financial support, thereby already approving shared ownership. UK Government financial support was followed up by diplomatic activity  seeking further funding with Japan and South Korea. This was not successful and eventually Horizon withdrew their DCO application. Hitachi had serious financial problems in part because of unsuccessful nuclear investments in the USA. 



We concluded that the Sizewell C situation is entirely different. It is a freestanding project, there is no indication of direct Government financial support, only talks about a RAB (regulated asset base) funding model proposed by EDF itself, and an ogoing RAB consultation by Government. The DCO proposal remains in place and can only be seen as a direct reflection of the strategy declared in the 2018 Annual Accounts of EDF UK Energy Holding Ltd. The 2019 Report does not change this, mentioning only the financial talks about RAB.



Some questions for the SZC inspection can be sketched:



1       What does the actual wording of the SZC draft DCO mean ? Is the 	proposal valid in the circumstances of he SZC project and how might 	it be affected by the proposed legislation on Investment Security ? 	How might this material matter count in the planning balance, given 	the overrriding need for security, stability and organisational 	capacity 	in nuclear projects ?



2       Should the ONR be engaged in exploring and evaluating this matter 	and particularly the capability background of the UK EDF parent 	body ?  



Regan Scott for S.A.G.E. and XXXXXX XXXXXX










